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ABSTRACT 

Current deep learning methods for heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) rely on pairwise multimodal image data 

for training, but such data are difficult to collect. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised deep learning method 

based on unpaired multimodal image data. This method employs a variational autoencoder (VAE) and a 

discriminator from a generative adversarial network (GAN) to disentangle the given heterogeneous image data into 

domain-independent semantic features and domain-dependent style features. Specifically, the VAE utilizes its latent 

space to disentangle features and encode explicitly domain-independent semantic features that are used to match 

face images from different modalities. The discriminator is used to discriminate the domains of images generated by 

the VAE, which can improve the domain recognition ability of the VAE. Moreover, multiple-scale feature 

aggregation is incorporated into the encoder part of the VAE to make the domain-independent semantic features 

contain multiple-scale construction information. Experimental results obtained on three widely used face datasets 

are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Our code will be available on GitHub. 

 

KEYWORDS: Unpaired Multimodal Data, Heterogeneous Face Recognition, Unsupervised Deep Learning, 

Variational Autoencoder, Feature Disentangling 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) has always been a difficult research hotspot in the field of computer vision 

(Lei et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016). In traditional FR, facial images, such as high-quality visual facial 

images (VIS), are captured by facial sensors that require normal lighting conditions. However, it is difficult to 

capture images indoors, under low-illumination conditions, or on dark nights. Near-infrared (NIR) imaging 

technology can collect high-quality face images in low-light environments, thereby improving face recognition 

performance in such low-illumination environments (Mudunuri et al. 2019). Moreover, sketched face images, which 

are used for matching the same person’s face in a photo gallery, are widely employed for identifying suspects in 

criminal investigations. Therefore, HFR technology has broad application prospects in fields ranging from 

multimedia identity authentication to criminal investigation. 

Hence, HFR has attracted increasing attention from researchers. 

However, due to the fact that the images in HFR are in totally different domains, it is a difficult task when a 

facial image from one domain is used to match the same person’s face in a gallery in another domain. The main 

issue encountered when dealing with HFR is the significant gap between the sensing patterns of different face 

modalities. The previously developed deep learning methods for HFR are mainly supervised approaches (Wang et al. 

2009; Zhang et al. 2011; Klare and Jain 2013; Gong et al. 2017; Shao and Fu 2017), which require a large number of 

corresponding labelled image pairs of the same people for training purposes. Moreover, it is laborious to collect 

paired heterogeneous image data, which limits the prospects and performance of supervised methods. To use small 

datasets, Song et al. (2018) introduced a two-path model for cross-spectral face hallucination. In addition, they 

combined cross-modal face synthesis and feature learning into a unified network called adversarial discriminative 

feature learning (ADFL). However, this method still relies on pairwise heterogeneous image data. 

To address the dependence on pairwise heterogeneous image data, we present an uNsupervised method 

based on Unpairwise muLtimodaL image data for HFR, which is named NULL. NULL utilizes a variational 

autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling 2019) and a discriminator from a generative adversarial network (GAN) 

(Goodfellow et al. 2020). As shown in Fig. 1, our model consists of two VAEs and two discriminators, with one 

VAE and one discriminator for each domain. Inspired by the ideas of unsupervised image-to-image transformation 

methods (Liu et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2018), we first assume that the latent image space can be disentangled into a 

domain-independent semantic feature space (C) and a domain-dependent style feature space (S). We further assume 
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that the latent image spaces in both the VIS domain and NIR domain share a domain-independent semantic feature 

space. Our method takes advantage of the explicitly latent distribution of the VAE deep learning model and the 

presence of visible latent features to disentangle and express the domain-independent semantic features (c) and the 

domain-dependent style features (s) among the VIS-NIR face image data. Then, we use the discriminator to 

discriminate the domains of the images generated by the VAE, which can improve the ability of the VAE to perform 

domain recognition. Moreover, we combine a convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al. 1989) into our 

model to study both c and s. We also introduce multiple-scale feature aggregation in the encoder part of the VAE to 

make c contain multiple-scale construction information. To match NIR and VIS images, our method takes c as the 

face representation set and compares the c features among the NIR images and VIS images. In summary, the main 

contributions of our work are listed as follows. 

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an unsupervised feature learning method for HFR 

that is trained by unpaired heterogeneous image data. The latent image space is disentangled into domain-

independent and domain-discriminative feature spaces. 

• We achieve feature disentanglement via adversarial image reconstruction and latent reconstruction based 

on a VAE and GAN discriminators. 

• We validate our method on three public datasets, including CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 (Li et al. 2013), Oulu-

CASIA NIR-VIS (Phillips et al. 2000) and CUHK (Chen et al. 2009). Our method obtains far superior 

performance to that of the clustering method and is comparable to the supervised methods. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the prior work on NIR-VIS HFR. 

Section 3 presents the details of the proposed method. The effectiveness of our method is evaluated in Section 4, and 

the summaries and conclusions are presented in Section 5. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

The current NIR-VIS HFR methods can be mainly categorized into three types: (i) synthesis-based methods, (ii) 

domain-invariant feature methods, and (iii) subspace learning methods. 

Synthesis-based methods. Wang et al. (2009) in transformed face images from one type to another by using 

face analogies and subsequently matched synthetic query images to a gallery set. Following the idea that a patch of 

an image has nearly the same similarity as its neighbouring patches in the VIS and corresponding NIR domains, 
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Zhang et al. (2011) in developed a face synthesis approach via sparse representation, where a pair of overcomplete 

dictionaries were learned and the corresponding sparse coefficients of VIS and NIR images were assumed to be 

similar. However, synthesis-based methods require a large amount of well-registered pairwise training data, making 

it very difficult to obtain proper datasets. Our work also transforms NIR and VIS face images into each other but 

takes this process as an approach to study the common semantic features between NIR and VIS images that can be 

used for NIR and VIS facial image matching. Moreover, by employing a VAE and a GAN, our network can be 

trained in an unsupervised way and trained by unpaired NIR-VIS facial images, making it easy to apply in real 

situations. 

Domain-invariant feature methods. These methods aim to extract invariant handcrafted features that are 

sufficiently robust to heterogeneous images. Shao and Fu (2017) in presented a framework named hierarchical 

hyperlingual-words for HFR, in which hierarchical hyperlingual-words and the weighted chi-square metric are used 

to extract features and perform classification, respectively. Gong et al. (2017) in developed a common encoding 

model and a corresponding optimization method, and then a robust matching approach was presented for HFR. 

However, these methods, such as those in (Gong et al. 2017; Shao and Fu 2017), involve heavy calculations and 

usually require strong prior knowledge for their designs. Moreover, handcrafted feature descriptors usually have 

poor adaptation capabilities, which makes them difficult to apply to different situations. 

Subspace learning methods. These methods focus on searching a common subspace in which the NIR and 

VIS images derived from the same individual have similar representations. Klare and Jain (2013) in addressed a 

novel HFR framework based on a nonlinear kernel; it can be applied to represent heterogeneous face images. Kan et 

al. (2016) in utilized the relationships among cross-modality face images to develop a multiview discriminant 

analysis (MvDA) approach. However, discriminative information is inevitably lost in the projection procedure, 

which leads to unsatisfactory HFR performance. 

 

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

Taking NIR-VIS HFR as an example, this section introduces the proposed method in three parts, including its 

assumption, framework and reconstruction loss. 

 

3.1. Assumption 
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Taking NIR-VIS HFR as an example, we first assume that x1 2 X1 and x2 2 X2 are images from the NIR and VIS 

domains. We further assume that the NIR and VIS domains have their own latent spaces and can be divided into a 

domain-independent semantic feature space (C), which is shared, and domain-dependent style feature spaces (S1; S2). 

Moreover, we assume that the domain-independent semantic features include different levels and that 

different levels of semantic features can be aggregated. Due to the NIR and VIS facial images of the same subject, 

we assume that the information of a certain subject is contained in the shared space C. Therefore, the domain-

independent semantic features (c), which are shared by both NIR images and VIS images, can be taken as the face 

representation for NIR-VIS HFR. 

 

3.2. Framework 

However, the two latent spaces of NIR and VIS images are at high levels and complex, so it is difficult to divide 

these two latent spaces into a shared domain-independent semantic feature space (C) and two domain-dependent 

style feature spaces (S1; S2) and encode them in a robust and discriminative manner. To tackle this problem, we 

propose a novel framework, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Our model consists of two autoencoders (AEs) for each NIR and VIS domain. , and ,  are the 

encoders and decoders of the two AEs for both NIR and VIS images, respectively. We first encode ( , )= , 

( , )= ,{( , )∈C, ∈ , ∈  and generate = ( , ) and = ( , ) for AE training. We 

next exchange ,  and generate = ( , ) and = ( , ). We expect  and . 

Moreover, we expect that , , , and  can be reconstructed from  and . The key point is to judge 

whether  and ∈ . Therefore, we introduce two GAN losses, Loss(GAN( , )) and 

Loss(GAN( , )), to achieve discrimination. Here, we show the ability of our framework to perform feature 

decoupling. 

After disentangling the NIR and VIS image data into domain-independent semantic features (c) and 

domain-dependent style features (s), we need to use c as face representations for HFR. Another problem involves 

making c robust and discriminative. Here, we introduce VAEs to replace the AEs to make c more robust (Kingma 

and Welling 2019). Moreover, two encoders are contained in the encoding components of the VAEs: Ec and Es, as 

shown in Fig. 2; they encode c and s, respectively, because c and s have different distributions. Semantic features 

contain different levels of features, and different levels of features represent faces at different levels, as shown in Fig. 
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3. To make c more discriminative, a multiple-scale feature aggregation framework, shown in Fig. 4, is incorporated 

into Ec to make c contain multiple-scale construction information. 

 

3.3. Reconstruction Loss 

To learn encoder and decoder pairs that are inverses of each other, we use objective functions that encourage 

reconstruction in both the image →latent →image and latent →image →latent directions. 

Image reconstruction loss. Given an image sampled from a data distribution, we should be able to 

reconstruct it after encoding and decoding. 

 

 

where E1
c is the encoder of the domain-independent semantic features (c) for X1; E1

s is the encoder of the domain-

dependent style features (s) for X1; and D1 is the decoder for c1 and s1. The loss Lx
re

2 is defined in a similar manner. 

Latent reconstruction loss. Given a latent code (construction and style) sampled from the latent distribution 

at translation time, we should be able to reconstruct it after decoding and encoding. 

 

 

 

 

where p( ) is given by =  ( ) and  is given by =  ( ) and ∼ p( ). We note that the other loss 

terms , and  are defined in similar manners. We use the L1 reconstruction loss, as it encourages sharp 

output images. 

The style reconstruction loss is reminiscent of the latent reconstruction loss used in prior works (Chen et al. 

2016; Huang et al. 2017; Srivastava et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2017). It has the effect of encouraging diverse outputs 

given different style codes. The content reconstruction loss L encourages the translated image to preserve the 

semantic content of the input image. 

Adversarial loss. We employ two discriminators, each of which determines whether the generated images 

are in the target domain. 
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[log ( )]  

[log ( )]  

where DG1 is a discriminator that tries to judge whether x2!1 = D1,(c2; s1) 2 X1. The discriminator DG1 and loss L0
GAN 

are defined similarly. 

Total loss. We jointly train the encoders, decoders and discriminators to optimize the final objective, which 

is a weighted sum of the adversarial loss and the bidirectional reconstruction loss terms. 

 

where , , and are weights that control the importance of the reconstruction terms. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on three HFR databases. The databases and testing protocols are 

CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 (Li et al. 2013), Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS (Phillips et al. 2000) and CUHK (Chen et al. 2009), 

which are introduced first. Then, the implementation details are presented. Finally, a comprehensive experimental 

analysis is conducted to compare the proposed method with related works. 

 

4.1. Datasets and Protocols 

The CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. It is the largest, most realistic and most challenging NIR-VIS database. The 

dataset contains 17,580 images of 725 subjects with large intraclass variations, including different modalities, poses, 

expressions, lighting conditions, distances and eyeglasses. Each individual has 1-22 VIS images and 5-50 VIS 

images. We first follow the standard protocol of View 2, which involves a tenfold process. In each fold, the training 

set contains approximately 2,500 VIS images and 6,100 NIR images, while the testing set contains 358 VIS gallery 

images and more than 6,000 NIR probe images. 

 

4.1.1. The Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS Facial Expression Database 
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Videos of 80 subjects with six typical expressions and three different illumination conditions are captured from both 

NIR and VIS imaging systems in this database. We perform cross-spectral face recognition experiments following 

the protocols in (Shao and Fu 2017), where only the images derived from the normal indoor illumination condition 

are used. In each expression, eight face images are randomly selected such that 48 VIS images and 48 NIR images 

of each subject are used. Based on the protocol in (Shao and Fu 2017), the training set and testing set contain 20 

subjects each, resulting in a total of 960 gallery VIS images and 960 NIR probe images in the testing phase. 

 

4.1.2. The CUHK Face Sketch FERET (CUFSF) Dataset 

CUFSF is widely used among the available sketch datasets. The FERET dataset contains 1,194 subjects (Duan et al. 

2020), and every image is a frontal face view. The sketches are drawn by a sketch artist while viewing the photo 

images. Lighting variations are exhibited by the photos, and shape exaggerations are present in the sketches of this 

database. From the CUFSF database, 250 persons are randomly selected as the representation dataset, and 250 

persons are randomly selected as the set for training the classifiers (namely, the training set). The remaining 694 

persons form the testing set. 

 

4.2. Implementation Details 

Network architecture. In these experiments, we take the framework consisting of two AEs with Ec, Es and the 

multiple-scale feature aggregation framework (which is described in Section 3.2) as the base model. Specifically, Ec 

includes 9 convolution layers, 3 max-pooling layers and 1 fully connected layer for multiple-scale feature 

aggregation; Es includes 3 convolution layers and 1 max-pooling layer; and D includes 9 convolution layers and 3 

max-pooling layers. The domain-independent semantic features (c) have 256 dimensions, and the domain-dependent 

style features (s) have 32 dimensions. To demonstrate the efficiency of incorporating VAEs and discriminators from 

a GAN into the proposed framework, we evaluate the performance achieved by our method in different settings, 

including versions with the VAE, LGAN and VAE+LGAN. 

Datasets. Because the supervised methods require labelled paired data for optimization, the datasets used in 

the above experiments are pairwise facial images. In contrast, our proposed unsupervised method, NULL, shuffles 

these datasets in advance and utilizes unpaired images to train the network. Specifically, the images in the training 
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sets of the utilized datasets are reordered in a random order. The same is true for the clustering method (k-means) 

(MacQueen 1967). 

 

4.3. Experimental Results 

We report the mean values of the Rank-1 identification rate metric to show the performance of all compared 

methods on the three datasets. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no other deep learning approach can be 

trained without pairwise heterogeneous image data. Therefore, we introduce a clustering method called the k-means 

clustering algorithm (MacQueen 1967) because this method can be trained on unpaired heterogeneous image data. 

Moreover, the number of subjects in View 2 of the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset is 358, and this number remains the 

same in all 10 different test folds. Therefore, we compare the performance of the NULL clustering method (k-means) 

only on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. 

Results obtained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. In Table 1, we evaluate the performance obtained by 

our method in different settings, including versions with the VAE, GAN and VAE+GAN. The VAE brings a 

performance gain of approximately 6%, the GAN brings a performance gain of approximately 10%, and VAE+GAN 

yields a performance gain of approximately 14% in terms of rank-1 accuracy. The performance of our method is 

much better than that of the k-means clustering algorithm (24.61% versus 84.23%). The results demonstrate the 

efficiency of the proposed NULL approach. Moreover, we also compare the proposed method with both 

conventional and state-of-the-art deep learning-based NIR-VIS face recognition methods: H2(LBP3) (Shao and Fu 

2017), ADFL (Song et al. 2018), PACH (Wu et al. 2019), and DVR (Hu and Hu 2021). We can see that NULL 

performs better than H2(LBP3) (73.80%) and worse than the best-performing method, DVR (99.3%). In other words, 

the performance of the proposed method reaches the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on pairwise data. 

Table 1. Results obtained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. 

Method Rank-1 (%) Training set type 

H
2
(LBP3) (2017) 73.80 pairwise 

ADFL (2018) 98.15 pairwise 

PACH (2020) 98.90 pairwise 

DVR (2019) 99.30 pairwise 
   

k-means 24.61 unpaired 

base 69.41 unpaired 

base +VAE 75.70 unpaired 

base +LGAN 79.82 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 84.23 unpaired 
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Results obtained on the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS facial expression database. We compare the proposed 

approach with both conventional and state-of-the-art deep learning-based NIR-VIS face recognition methods: 

H2(LBP3) (Shao and Fu 2017), ADFL (Song et al. 2018), ADCANs (Hu and Hu 2021), and PACH (Wu et al. 2019). 

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. We can see that NULL, which achieves a value of 80.59%, performs 

better than H2(LBP3) (80%) and worse than the best-performing method, PACH(100%). In other words, the 

performance of the proposed method reaches the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on pairwise data. 

Table 2. Results on the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS facial expression database. 

Method 
Rank-1 
(%) train sets type 

H
2
(LBP3) (2017) 70.80 pairwise 

ADFL (2018) 95.50 pairwise 

ADCANs (2021) 99.80 pairwise 

PACH (2020) 100 pairwise 
   

base 65.25 unpaired 

base +VAE 71.06 unpaired 

base +LGAN 76.07 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 80.59 unpaired 

Results obtained on the CUFSF dataset. We compare the proposed approach with both conventional and 

state-of-the-art deep learning-based sketched face recognition methods: CDL (Liu et al. 2018), RM (Cho et al. 2019), 

and RNC-10 (Deng et al. 2019). The experimental results are consolidated in Table 3. We can see that the 

performance of NULL, which is 80.03%, is close to that of the lowest method, CDL, which is 85.35%. The results 

show that the performance of the proposed method is close to the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on 

pairwise data. 

Table 3. Results obtained on the CUFSF dataset. 

Method Rank-1 (%) Training set type 

CDL (2018) 85.35 pairwise 

RM (2019) 91.34 pairwise 

RNC-10 (2019) 99.44 pairwise 
   

base 65.92 unpaired 

base +VAE 71.45 unpaired 

base +LGAN 75.91 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 80.03 unpaired 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper focuses on solving the dependence of previously developed HFR methods on pairwise heterogeneous 

image data. The proposed method utilizes a VAE and a discriminator from a GAN to disentangle the given 
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heterogeneous image data into domain-independent semantic features and domain-dependent style features, among 

which the domain-independent semantic features are used for image matching. The performance of NULL on three 

widely used datasets, including CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS and CUHK, is much better than that of 

the clustering method (k-means) and is close to that of the supervised methods that rely on pairwise heterogeneous 

image data, which shows that the proposed method is effective in solving this problem. Moreover, the proposed 

method can be applied to perform both NIR-VIS HFR and photo-sketch HFR with strong performance, which 

demonstrates the versatility of the proposed method. However, because NULL can be trained on large unpaired 

multimodal image data, the experiments above, which use the same datasets to train NULL and the compared 

methods, cannot demonstrate the full potential of the proposed method. In a future study, we will collect unpaired 

heterogeneous image data, which will include many more subjects than the pairwise datasets used in this paper, to 

improve the robustness and accuracy of the proposed model. 

 

6. RESULTS 

Results obtained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. In Table 1, we evaluate the performance obtained by 

our method in different settings, including versions with the VAE, GAN and VAE+GAN. The VAE brings a 

performance gain of approximately 6%, the GAN brings a performance gain of approximately 10%, and VAE+GAN 

yields a performance gain of approximately 14% in terms of rank-1 accuracy. The performance of our method is 

much better than that of the k-means clustering algorithm (24.61% versus 84.23%). The results demonstrate the 

efficiency of the proposed NULL approach. Moreover, we also compare the proposed method with both 

conventional and state-of-the-art deep learning-based NIR-VIS face recognition methods: H2(LBP3) (Shao and Fu 

2017), ADFL (Song et al. 2018), PACH (Wu et al. 2019), and DVR (Hu and Hu 2021). We can see that NULL 

performs better than H2(LBP3) (73.80%) and worse than the best-performing method, DVR (99.3%). In other words, 

the performance of the proposed method reaches the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on pairwise data. 

Table 1. Results obtained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. 

Method Rank-1 (%) Training set type 

H
2
(LBP3) (2017) 73.80 pairwise 

ADFL (2018) 98.15 pairwise 

PACH (2020) 98.90 pairwise 

DVR (2019) 99.30 pairwise 
   

k-means 24.61 unpaired 

base 69.41 unpaired 
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base +VAE 75.70 unpaired 

base +LGAN 79.82 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 84.23 unpaired 

Results obtained on the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS facial expression database. We compare the proposed 

approach with both conventional and state-of-the-art deep learning-based NIR-VIS face recognition methods: 

H2(LBP3) (Shao and Fu 2017), ADFL (Song et al. 2018), ADCANs (Hu and Hu 2021), and PACH (Wu et al. 2019). 

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. We can see that NULL, which achieves a value of 80.59%, performs 

better than H2(LBP3) (80%) and worse than the best-performing method, PACH(100%). In other words, the 

performance of the proposed method reaches the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on pairwise data. 

Table 2. Results on the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS facial expression database. 

Method 
Rank-1 
(%) train sets type 

H
2
(LBP3) (2017) 70.80 pairwise 

ADFL (2018) 95.50 pairwise 

ADCANs (2021) 99.80 pairwise 

PACH (2020) 100 pairwise 
   

base 65.25 unpaired 

base +VAE 71.06 unpaired 

base +LGAN 76.07 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 80.59 unpaired 

Results obtained on the CUFSF dataset. We compare the proposed approach with both conventional and 

state-of-the-art deep learning-based sketched face recognition methods: CDL (Liu et al. 2018), RM (Cho et al. 2019), 

and RNC-10 (Deng et al. 2019). The experimental results are consolidated in Table 3. We can see that the 

performance of NULL, which is 80.03%, is close to that of the lowest method, CDL, which is 85.35%. The results 

show that the performance of the proposed method is close to the levels of the deep learning methods that rely on 

pairwise data. 

Table 3. Results obtained on the CUFSF dataset. 

Method Rank-1 (%) Training set type 

CDL (2018) 85.35 pairwise 

RM (2019) 91.34 pairwise 

RNC-10 (2019) 99.44 pairwise 
   

base 65.92 unpaired 

base +VAE 71.45 unpaired 

base +LGAN 75.91 unpaired 

base +VAE +LGAN 80.03 unpaired 

 

7. DISCUSSION 
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The proposed method utilizes a VAE and a discriminator from a GAN to disentangle the given heterogeneous image 

data into domain-independent semantic features and domain-dependent style features, among which the domain-

independent semantic features are used for image matching. The performance of NULL on three widely used 

datasets, including CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS and CUHK, is much better than that of the 

clustering method (k-means) and is close to that of the supervised methods that rely on pairwise heterogeneous 

image data, which shows that the proposed method is effective in solving this problem. Moreover, the proposed 

method can be applied to perform both NIR-VIS HFR and photo-sketch HFR with strong performance, which 

demonstrates the versatility of the proposed method. However, because NULL can be trained on large unpaired 

multimodal image data, the experiments above, which use the same datasets to train NULL and the compared 

methods, cannot demonstrate the full potential of the proposed method. Moreover, without the needs of paired image 

data, the proposed method can be wildly and easily applied in actual scene and accumulate paired image data for 

high accuracy HFC methods. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 The proposed framework, which includes the processes of feature disentangling adversarial learning on the 

given domain 

Fig. 2 Encoders Ec and Es built by the CNN 

Fig. 3 Different levels of facial semantics 

Fig. 4 The multiple-scale feature aggregation framework for domain-independent semantic features 
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